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Abstract

This paper describes a prototype of a simulated student that learns by interacting

with a human tutor� The system solves physics problems while showing its work on

a workstation screen� and the tutor can intervene at certain points during problem

solving to advise the simulated student� In particular� the tutor can cross out incorrect

actions and�or enter correct actions� These interactions cause the simulated student to

delete incorrect rules and learn new rules via plausible inference and explanation�based

learning� Pilot testing with two human tutors suggests that simulated students� when

developed past the prototype stage� could be valuable for training human tutors� In

addition� they provide a computational cognitive task analysis of the skill of learning

from a tutor that is potentially useful for designing intelligent tutoring systems�

� Introduction

Tutoring is an extremely e�ective form of instruction� Tutees gain greater understanding�

are more motivated and work faster �Slavin� ���	
� Bloom �����
 showed that students

who learned from human tutors achieved results two standard deviations above the average

of students who learned the same subject matter in a conventional classrooms� Studies of

tutoring in many �elds� over di�erent expertise levels of students and tutors� have demon

strated its e�ectiveness �Anderson et al�� ����� Cohen et al�� ����
�
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In the United States� most tutoring sessions occur outside the classroom with older

students serving as tutors� although sometimes teachers and paraprofessionals are involved

�Cohen et al�� ����
� Although it is often not recognized as such� tutoring also occurs as

part of ordinary classroom instruction� For instance� tutoring occurs when the teacher has

the class do exercises in their seats and circulates through the classroom helping individual

students� In such situations� the teacher has only a small amount of time to spend with the

student� so skill at tutoring is particularly important�

Despite the evidential success of tutoring� there is considerable room for improvement�

Swanson �����
 showed that untrained tutors who were not teachers often used inappro

priate tutoring tactics� Moreover� the tutors� habits proved extremely di�cult to change�

Tutors seldom receive much training� and much of it concerns cultural and racial diversity

�FitzGibbon� ��		� Riesner et al�� ����
� Even experienced classroom teachers may not be

skillful tutors� Putnam ����	
 studied experienced teachers tutoring students on addition�

The teachers did not attempt to modify their behavior to �t the individual student�s knowl

edge state� Rather� they based their decisions on a �curriculum script�� that prescribes the

knowledge the student should acquire� As Putnam observes� this suggests that the teachers

were using classroom techniques in a nonclassroom setting�

It is clear that both teachers and other tutors could use more training� However� such

training would certainly require that the trainees practice their tutoring skills and not

simply read theoretical discussions of how to tutor� In order to practice tutoring� tutees

are needed� Using using actors as tutees is expensive� but using real human students as

�training material� raises ethical problems�

This suggests having tutors practice on simulated students instead of real ones� Simula

tors have been e�ectively used for training in many complex� realtime skills� and tutoring

is certainly a complex� realtime skill� Trainees could interact with the simulated student

and hone their tutoring skills for hours without the ethical or �nancial problems involved in

using human tutees� VanLehn� Ohlsson and Nason �����
 and Strang� Badt and Kau�man

����	
 point out several additional advantages to using simulated students�

� The trainee can control the pace of the practice session by �pausing� the simulated

student or causing it to �think slower��
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� The simulated student�s knowledge base is available to the tutor for browsing and

modi�cation�

� The frequency of tutoring situations can be arti�cially manipulated� in order to make

important situations more frequent�

� The tutor can replay portions of a session or go back to previous events in the session�

� Trainees can be required to conduct a lesson repeatedly until speci�c skills are mas

tered�

� Di�erent tutoring methods can be evaluated by varying the method while keeping the

simulated student characteristics the same�

� A simulated student is patient and cannot hear� so when two or more trainees tutor

the simulated student� they can discuss their pedagogical decisions in front of the

student� and this enables them to explicate their own theories of tutoring and relate

them to those they have been taught �cf� Strang� Ho�man and Abide� ����
�

� A supervisor can make suggestions to the trainee in front of the simulated student

without disrupting the tutoring session�

� A supervisor can critique� evaluate and certify trainees by examining the computer�s

record of their tutoring actions�

� Simulated students are accessible at any hour of the day or night� provided the ap

propriate computer is available� and simulated students do not tire�

� The characteristics of the simulated student can be selected to �t the trainee�s needs�

� Practice sessions can be logically sequenced to maximize the trainee�s learning without

regard to student availability or students� needs�

Clearly� even a simulated student with the capabilities sketched above would not in itself

be able to teach the skill of tutoring� An instructor and a small textbook on tutoring would

have to be involved� In fact� a course could use simulated students mostly to sensitize

trainees to cognitive issues in tutoring by having trainees get together after sessions with
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the simulated student in order to re�ect on their practices �perhaps aided by a written

transcript of the session
 and discuss them with others�

Simulationbased training is already familiar to the teachertraining community �Doak

and Keith� ����
� Simulationbased training has been used for training skills such as man

aging classroom motivation �Wood� ����
� organizing reading groups �Shelley and Sibert�

����
� and diagnosing arithmetic bugs �Nason� ����� de Corte et al�� ����� Brown and

Burton� ��	�
� Strang and his colleagues have conducted a particularly impressive demon

stration of the power of simulated students for training basic classroom skills �Strang et al��

����� Strang et al�� ����
� In one version of the trainer� the teacher faces a display of

�� simulated students portrayed by facial icons� The students talk via a speech synthesis

system� The teacher�s speech is coded by a human operator and typed into the computer�

The teacher conducts a spelling lesson by asking students to spell words or explain their

meanings� Depending on how the teacher gives feedback� the students may or may not

learn� The teacher must also manage the behavior of students who interrupt with irrelevant

comments �e�g�� �The lights are buzzing��
� leave their seats without permission� whisper

to their neighbors� or daydream� The training system has been shown in several studies to

have positive and lasting bene�ts for trainees� It is in regular use at a school of education�

Of the existing systems� Rod Nason�sProdigy is most similar to a tutortraining system

�Nason� ����� VanLehn et al�� ����
� It presents the user with the following scenario�

You have just been appointed to a teaching team of an open classroom

and you have been assigned to interview some children in the room who have

been experiencing problems with the addition of common fractions� Your task

is to identify the underlying causes of the children�s problems and to plan an

appropriate remediation program for each of the children�

The users select a student to interview� then give it problems to solve and ask it to ex

plain how it solved them� Once the users have arrived at a diagnosis of the student�s

misconception� they can design a remediation plan� which consists of a sequence of learn

ing activities� For each topic �e�g�� comparison of fractions� estimation� like denominators�

equivalent fractions� etc�
� there are several types of lessons �e�g�� working with concrete
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or pictorial representations of fractions� discovering relationships� computational drill and

practice
� Currently� the teachers� remedial plan is evaluated by a supervisor� However�

Prodigy is being extended to carry out this evaluation itself� After a learning activity

is selected by the teacher� Prodigy will use a tabular model of learning to calculate the

knowledge changes that the activity causes and install them in the simulated student� then

allow the teacher to either return to diagnosis mode or select another learning activity�

Because the teacher does not actually conduct a learning activity with Prodigy but

only selects it� the skill being taught is lesson planning and not tutoring� Planning remedial

lessons is a valuable skill to learn� but to become a good tutor requires learning how to deal

with the student on a secondbysecond level� to decide when to interrupt� what to say�

and so on� In order to develop a tutor training system� one needs a simulated student that

can actually learn from the kinds of secondbysecond interactions that occur in humanto

human tutoring sessions� Developing such a simulation of human learning is not an easy

task� but on the other hand� it is an interesting objective in its own right�

Fortunately� Arti�cial Intelligence has begun to produce problem solvers that can ac

quire skill from human teachers� Such programs are often called advice�takers �e�g�� Mc

Carthy� ����� Mostow� ����� Martin and Firby� ����
 or learning apprentices �e�g�� Mitchell�

Mabadevan and Steinberg� ����� Laird� Hucka� Yager and Tuck� ����
� Unfortunately� most

of these programs were not designed to model the humanhuman tutoring process� but to

expedite the creation of expert systems by allowing experts to teach their knowledge to a

system rather than work with a knowledge engineer to program it� Because expert systems

are often used in critical applications� it is important that they correctly encode the experts�

knowledge� so much of the work in advicetakers and learning apprentices has focused on

developing provably correct learning algorithms rather than on modeling human learning�

Learning apprentices may often provide explanation and debugging tools that allow the

tutor to view and manipulate the knowledge �inside the student�s head�� which is some

thing no tutor can do with a human student� In short� because most work on learning

apprentices and advicetakers is aimed at replacing programming rather than on model

ing human tutoring� the resulting programs are of limited direct use for simulationbased

teacher training�
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An exception is the HS system �Ohlsson� ����� Ohlsson� Ernst and Rees� ����
� which

is intended to model human learning while being tutored� The input to HS is in the form

of constraints� which� if violated in the course of problem solving� cause changes in the

system�s production rules that will avoid such violations in future� Because the constraints

are expressed in a formal language and given to the system before problem solving proceeds�

the problem of the interface between tutor and tutee is not addressed� In order to be useful

in tutoring training� a more detailed model of tutorial interaction is necessary�

Development of our model of tutorial learning began with the Cascade system� which

simulates human learners as they study examples and solve problems in Newtonian me

chanics� the �rst topic in college physics courses �VanLehn et al�� ����� VanLehn and Jones�

����a
� Cascade simulates students working alone� without tutorial supervision or even

feedback on the correctness of their answers during problem solving� Thus� a major objec

tive in our research has been to extend Cascade to model learning from a tutor�

This is the �rst report on our progress towards building a model of learning from a tutor�

The current version of the system� called Steps �which is almost an acronym for Simulated�

Tutorable Physics Student
� can indeed learn from human tutors who are not familiar with

the program� In this respect� it is a success� Our pilot subjects even considered it to act

like a human student� although they did wish they could communicate more freely with it�

Granted� it only �teaches� simple subskills of tutoring� but that is a start�

It may be objected that anyone who can a�ord a sophisticated tutor training system can

also a�ord an intelligent tutoring system that would replace human tutors altogether� so

why should anyone bother to build a simulationbased tutor training system� In the long

run� this objection probably holds� However� in the next few decades� di�cult technical

issues� such as the inability of such systems to understand human speech� places them at a

serious disadvantage relative to human tutors�

One of those serious technical issues is the current lack of understanding of the tutoring

process itself� Such understanding is required for building the component of a tutoring

system that makes pedagogical decision� This module controls the timing and content of

interventions� selects problems and examples� determines when to advance to a new topic

or review an old one� and so on� Currently� the pedagogical modules of tutoring systems
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are build around heuristics� such as �Do not interrupt too often�� that are usually not

grounded in experimental data �Burton and Brown� ����� Towne and Munro� ����� O�Neil

et al�� ����
�

In order to deepen the understand of tutoring� and thus put the design of intelligent

tutoring systems on �rmer ground� several protocolbased studies of humantohuman tu

toring have been conducted �Collins and Stevens� ����� McArthur et al�� ����� Fox� �����

Hume et al�� ����� McKendree et al�� ����
� Although these studies provided muchneeded

empirical data� the interpretation of the data has been hampered by a lack of theoretical

work on learning from tutors� Although investigators can see what human tutors do� but

they do not know what e�ects those actions have on students� learning nor whether di�erent

actions would have any di�erent e�ects� In order to better understand what tutors do� we

need to better understanding how students learn from a tutor� However� although learning

from a tutor is a cognitive skill� no one has even done a cognitive task analysis of that skill�

let alone a psychologically credible model�

Steps provides such a cognitive task analysis� That is� it learns a skill while receiving

much the same information as a human student would� We cannot yet show that everything

it does is matched by human behavior� Such a demonstration would elevate it to the status

of a model of human learning� However� many of Steps�s learning mechanisms are plausible

and some have independent support in the learning literature�

The bene�t of having a computational cognitive task analysis of learning �i�e�� a sim

ulated student
 is that one can readily see how to organize instruction so that it will be

learned most e�ectively� In particular� we will indicate an number of tutoring practices

that optimize Steps�s learning and appear to be plausible prescriptions for both human

and computer tutors� Moreover� we understand completely why the prescribed policies op

timize learning �or at least� Steps�s learning
� which is not the case with the heuristics that

are currently used for designing the pedagogical components of intelligent tutoring systems�

This paper begins with a discussion of the most critical aspect of Steps�s design� the

types of interactions that can take place between the human tutor and Steps� Subsequent

sections describe the Steps system� illustrate its behavior during several short tutoring

sessions� and present the results of a pilot study� Then� in the �rst of two discussion sections�

	



we present the tutoring tactics suggested by Steps�s design and discuss their suitability

as prescriptions for human and computer tutoring� In the second discussion section� we

indicate how far Steps must go to become an operational tutortraining system�

� Types of tutorial interaction to be supported

Studies of the content of tutorial interactions reveal that they are rich and widely varied�

A prototype system such as Steps cannot handle all this richness and variety� Thus� it is

important to categorize tutorial interactions and select a few categories for implementation

in the initial system�

McArthur� Stasz and Zmuidzinas �����
 list �� types of tutorial techniques such as

demonstrating �ideal� reasoning� assessing the students� performance and�or knowledge�

remediating students� errors� motivating the students and answering their questions� Hume

et al� �����
 suggest a di�erent categorization�

For the purpose of deciding which interventions to allow with a simulated student� it is

convenient to classify tutor interventions into three categories that are somewhat broader

than the ones suggested by McArthur et al� and Hume et al� Tutors supply feedback on

past student actions� give hints to guide future work and ask questions to elicit information

about the student�s knowledge and thought processes� Apart from this broad categorization�

tutorial interventions can be placed along two dimensions� the amount of content that the

tutor�s comment contains� and the size of the activity that the tutor�s comment addresses�

Based on these categories of tutorial interactions� we designed a simple user interface

that should be able to handle many of the interactions that human physics tutors want to

make� After describing the interface� we will indicate what regions in this multidimensional

categorization it covers� This will both illustrate the multidimensional categorization and

set the stage for discussing why we choose the particular categories we did for the initial

version of Steps�

Steps is based on the interface of the OnLine Assessment of Expertise �Olae
 system

�Martin and VanLehn� ����� Martin and VanLehn� ����� Martin and VanLehn� ����
� This

is a graphical interface that enables students to solve physics problems using a workstation

screen as their �paper�� This interface was modi�ed to accept Steps as its �student�� and
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m/s2

A truck starts from rest and moves
with a constant acceleration of
5       .  Find its speed after 4 s.

m/s

Acceleration

Velocity

Problem Solving

Answer:

Refresh

v = 20    

v = 0 + 5 * 4

v = v  + a * t

I’m done

Figure �� The Steps screen

receive input from a human tutor�

The Steps screen is divided into several windows �see �gure �
� the icon window�

which displays icons representing physics problems �top bar
� the problem window� which

displays the text and diagram of the current problem �upper right
� the diagram window�

which will contain the free body diagram that Steps constructs �lower right
� the solution

window� where Steps can write equations �upper left
� and the dialog window� where Steps

comments about its progress� describes new variables it will be using� requests help from

the tutor� etc� �lower left
�

The tutor poses a problem to Steps by clicking on its icon� The problem description is

then presented in the problem window� and Steps starts to solve the problem by drawing

vectors �representing forces� velocities and accelerations
 and axes in the diagram window

and writing equations in the solution window�

After each problem solving action is displayed on the screen� Steps pops up a �Go

Ahead�� button and the tutor is given an opportunity to intervene� The tutor can cross

out an action that Steps has taken by pointing to its representation on the screen� The

tutor may also draw an arrow in the diagram window or enter an equation in the solution

window� In the latter case� the system allows only input that it can parse� enforcing variable

names that are consistent with the problemsolver�s representation� When the tutor has
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Table �� Categories of tutorial interaction supported by Steps�

What the human tutor can do Low content High content

Give negative feedback Cross out an action Replace an action
Give positive feedback �Go ahead� to an action

Give unsolicited hint Make an action
Give requested hint Make an action

Ask questions

said all he wishes to say� he clicks the �Go Ahead� button� which passes control back to the

problemsolver�

In terms of the multidimensional taxonomy mentioned earlier� this user interface allows

the tutor to give feedback and hints� but not to ask questions �see Table �
� Negative

feedback can be low content �just crossing out an action
 or high content �crossing out an

action and making the correct action
� Positive feedback is indicated by simply clicking on

the �Go ahead� button after Steps has made an action� High content positive feedback

�e�g�� the tutor says� �That was a correct application of Newton�s law� Good job��
 seems

unlikely in this task domain� so it is not supported by Steps� The category of hints includes

both unsolicited hints from the tutor and responses that the tutor makes when Steps asks

for help� Currently� hints can only be high content �making a correct action
� Although low

content hints do make sense in this domain �e�g�� the tutor could simply mention the name

of a physical principle or point to an object on the screen
� it is di�cult to make Steps

take advantage of them� so they have not been implemented yet�

The size of the activity that is addressed by both feedback and hints is a complete action�

not a part of an equation or arrow� nor a whole sequence of actions� A smaller size would

have made both the tutor�s job and Steps�s job easier� For instance� if the tutor wants to

teach Steps to change the sign of a term in an equation� the tutor must enter the whole

equation over with the correct sign� and Steps must match the old and new equations in

order to �gure out that only the sign of a single term is di�erent� Although allowing the

tutor to refer to smaller pieces of activity would make the interaction with Steps more

natural� it would not signi�cantly change its learning� so we left this capability out� In

principle� tutors might want to give feedback or hints on whole sequences of actions� but we
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are not sure how often this would occur or what the tutors would say� We decided to wait

and see what kinds of largeactivity commentary our pilot users wanted to make� if any�

The biggest omission in the multidimensional categorization is the whole category of

question asking� There are many di�erent kinds of questions that tutors may want to

ask Steps� Some could be handled rather easily� For instance� we could let tutors pose

modi�cations to the givens of the problem �e�g�� �What would happen if the string broke��


or the soughts �e�g�� �What would the velocity be at time ���
� With only a bit more

di�culty� we could let tutors ask Steps how it derived an action� and it could print some

kind of stylized trace� However� doing a good job of answering such questions requires

explanation technology built for expert systems �e�g�� Moore and Paris ����
� and even

then� Steps�s explanations may not be easy for the tutor to understand�� Steps could

even answer a few stylized general questions� For instance� the tutor could use menus to

ask� �Please de�ne X� where X is selected from a list of physics terms� such as acceleration�

force� mass� etc� If tutors want to engage Steps in an extended general discussion of physics�

then that would be beyond the state of the art in humancomputer interaction� In general�

there are arbitrarily many types of questions that tutors could ask Steps� Because we

certainly cannot get Steps to handle all of them� we decided to wait and see what kinds of

questions the pilot subjects most often wanted to ask�

In summary� Steps can handle a fairly representative sample of tutorial interaction

types� but its inability to understand natural language restricts it to a fairly rigid interaction

style� For instance� Steps can not ask tutors to clarify their hints� nor can it engage in

extended conversations the way human students do� Nonetheless� Steps is a start toward

understanding what is involved in learning from a tutor�

� The System

Steps learns how to solve quantitative physics problems� such as the one shown in Figure ��

Solving such problems requires four steps �which may be interwoven
�

�Nason�s simulated student� Prodigy� can explain how it derives its answers to fraction addition prob�
lems� Nason observes that� �The verbal explanations o�ered by the virtual students quite often are very
disjointed and convoluted� just as those of the real children experiencing learning problems in mathematics
often are�� 	Nason et al�� in prep�� pg� 
�� Incomprehensible explanations might be a virtue�
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�� The problem solver de�nes a system which is a mental representation of the physical

world constructed from a �xed vocabulary of ideal objects �e�g�� point masses� fric

tionless surfaces� massless pulleys� etc�
� Sometimes a sketch of the problem is drawn

if one is not present already� There are no physical principles governing the selection

of a system� but only heuristics and �experience�� At present� Steps does not learn

system de�nition knowledge� The knowledge is given to it in advance�

�� Based on the elements in the system� the problem solver delineates a set of physical

quantities� such as forces� accelerations and velocities� These are often drawn on the

diagram� as shown in the bottom right pane of Figure �� There are physics principles

�e�g�� the force laws of Newtonian mechanics
 that produce quantities from systems�

but they are not always explicitly taught� Also� human students often believe that

forces and other quantities exists when they really do not� Steps can both learn

correct principles and remove incorrect �principles� of this kind�

�� The solver generates one or more equations involving the physical quantities� These

equations are written down� as shown in the top left pane of Figure �� Most equations

are instances of wellknown physics principles� such as Newton�s law or Conservation

of Energy� Steps is given knowledge of these� A few equations are instances of special

case relationships� such as� Two objects connected by an inelastic string must have

the same acceleration� Steps can learn equationgenerating knowledge of this kind�

�� The solver solves the system of equations generated in the preceding step� Steps is

given this knowledge and cannot learn it�

This fourstep analysis is common in many other academic subjects� such as thermodynam

ics� analytic chemistry� optics� electronics and many others �Shearer et al�� ���	
� Only the

idealized objects that form the systems and the principles that govern them are di�erent�

Although there are a few physicsspeci�c aspects of the Steps� such as the user interface�

we belief the overall approach to be quite general�

The toplevel control structure of the problem solver is agendabased� At each iteration

of the toplevel loop� a set of rules that propose possible tasks �re� When all possible
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tasks have been queued� one of them is selected for execution� executed� and marked as

having been tried� This process continues until the problem is solved� In the physics

domain� the tasks are� creating variables for given and sought quantities in the problem�

de�ning a system� choosing a central physical principle �e�g�� forces� energies
� drawing the

force diagram� drawing the axes� and writing an equation� Once a task has been chosen

for execution� rules that implement it are enabled� and these �re until quiescence� which

signals the next iteration of the toplevel loop� Currently� the problem solver�s knowledge

covers a subset of the material in Chapters ��� of a college physics textbook �Halliday and

Resnick� ����
� including kinematics and Newtonian Mechanics�

��� Interacting with the tutor

Each time Steps writes an arrow or an equation� it pauses and asks the tutor� �Go ahead��

If the tutor answers yes� Steps continues from exactly where it left o�� However� the tutor

can also cross out equations or arrows� or add new equations or arrows before answering

yes� When this occurs� Steps �a
 deletes all the goals of the problem solver� �b
 handles

the tutor�s inputs� �c
 reconstructs the problem solving goals� then �d
 resumes problem

solving� This same fourstep process also occurs after the problem solver has gotten stuck

and asked the tutor for help�

The tutor�s input often changes the state of the problem solving so much that it is impos

sible to continue problem solving from where it left o�� That is why Steps deletes the goals

before handling the tutor�s input and reconstructs goals afterwards� Goal reconstruction

�VanLehn and Ball� ����
 is simple in Steps� agendabased control structure� The system

checks if new tasks have become possible given the tutor�s input� then chooses which task to

execute in the usual way� Sometimes a tutor may leave the most recently written equation

alone and modify an arrow or equation written earlier� In this case� Steps assumes that all

the reasoning taken since the modi�ed action is now suspect� so it mentally crosses those

results out�

The tutor may take several actions before giving control back to Steps� and how Steps

handles this input depends on what the speci�c actions are� As indicated in Table �� several

types of tutorial interaction supported by Steps� Each is discussed in turn�
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Unsolicited hints� If the tutor inputs an equation or an arrow and does not cross any

of Steps�s work out� then the system interprets the tutor�s action as an unsolicited hint�

Steps tries to explain �rederive
 the tutor�s action� If it succeeds� it merely goes on with

its problem solving�� On the other hand� if it fails to derive the action using its current

set of rules� it tries to learn new rules that would enable generation of the action in future�

The system does this by ExplanationBased Learning of Correctness �VanLehn et al�� ����
�

The system tries to derive the correct action using a set of overly general rules that are part

of its knowledge base� If it is successful� it creates new rules that are more speci�c than

the overly general rules but general enough to apply to more than this speci�c problem�

This is done using ExplanationBased Generalization �Mitchell et al�� ����
� These new

rules become part of the system�s knowledge base� There is fairly good evidence that this

is how human students learn new rules in this task domain �VanLehn et al�� ����� VanLehn

and Jones� ����a� VanLehn and Jones� ����b� VanLehn and Jones� ����c� VanLehn� �����

VanLehn and Jones� ����
�

Requested hints� Occasionally� Steps reaches an impasse �i�e�� it has no rules for achiev

ing the current goal
 and asks the tutor for help� The action that the tutor provides is

interpreted as a requested hint� It is handled just like an unsolicited hint�

High content negative feedback� Negative feedback occurs when the tutor crosses out

one of Steps�s actions� As shown in Table �� there are two kinds of negative feedback� High

content negative feedback occurs when the tutor writes an equation or arrow in addition to

crossing out one of Steps�s� The system interprets the tutor�s action as a correction of its

own� so it attempts to derive it using its rules� If the attempt is successful� the system traces

through the derivation of the correct action and the derivation of the incorrect action� then

deletes the rule that caused the derivations to diverge� This is a standard machine learning

technique for handling negative feedback �Sleeman et al�� ����
� However� there is as yet

no evidence that human students use it because no �negrained �e�g�� protocol
 studies of

learning from a tutor have been conducted� Nonetheless� it is clear that human students

�This occurs when Steps�s search control knowledge is inadequate� It should have chosen a path leading
to the tutor�s action� but it chose another path instead� Although the tutor�s hint should allow it to learn
better search control heuristics� the current version of Steps cannot learn such knowledge�
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do learn from negative feedback �e�g�� Anderson� Conrad and Corbett� ����
 and this is a

relatively simple� parsimonious mechanism that does the job�

Low content negative feedback� Low content negative feedback occurs when the tutor

only crosses out an action and does not provide another one� In this case� Steps �rst tries

to syntactically modify the crossedout action� Syntactic modi�cations include reversing

the direction of an arrow or exchanging positive and negative signs in an equation� If the

tutor con�rms that Steps� new action is correct� then learning continues just as if the tutor

had supplied the correct action �high content negative feedback
�

On the other hand� if none of Steps�s syntactic modi�cations are applicable� or the

tutor discon�rms a modi�cation that Steps made� then it assumes that the tutor supplied

no correction for the crossedout action because the correct thing to do was simply to omit

the action altogether� This is a rather unusual interpretation of tutorial action that requires

a bit of explanation� In the physics task domain� it is common to generate sets of forces

and sets of equations� Some of the �aws in Steps�s knowledge may cause it to generate

members of these sets that are wrong in some detail �e�g�� an equation with an incorrect

sign or an arrow pointing the wrong direction
� These �aws are remedied by the methods

discussed in the preceding two paragraphs� However� other �aws cause Steps to generate

members of a set that simply should not be generated �e�g�� a force that does not exist
�

Usually� a tutor will signal such an error by simply crossing out the action and clicking on

�Go ahead�� If Steps correctly infers that it should not have generated the member at

all� then it marks the incorrect action as something it needs to re�ect upon once problem

solving has been done� and proceeds� When the problem has been solved� the system

isolates the derivation of the incorrect action and deletes the �rst rule it �nds that has not

been used successfully in a previous problem� Obviously� the success of this tactic depends

heavily upon the problems the system has been exposed to� It might be better for Steps

to somehow get the tutor to help it identify the incorrect rule in the action�s derivation�

As far as we know� neither machine learning nor cognitive psychology have looked at the

problem of suppressing incorrect actions �as opposed to �xing them
� Our learning method

is simple� but its computational and empirical properties need further examination�
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As mentioned earlier� Steps was built from Cascade� so it uses the same basic learning

mechanism �ExplanationBased Learning of Correctness� or EBLC
 and the same overly

general rules �VanLehn and Jones� ����a
� Cascade learns by reaching impasses as it

works alone without a tutor� In principle� Steps could also learn without the aid of a

tutor� but this aspect of Cascade was not included�

� Evaluation

We now present a few scenarios of a human tutor interacting with Steps and helping it

to learn� We then revisit one of the scenarios and demonstrate several variations in order

to examine Steps� generality and limitations� Finally� we report on a pilot study in which

two subjects who had not been previously exposed to Steps were asked to tutor it�

��� Learning from tutorial input

In order to demonstrate the system�s learning capabilities� four pairs of problems were

created� The �rst problem in each pair uncovers a �aw in the system�s knowledge base�

which the tutor can attempt to remedy� The second problem in the pair requires the same

knowledge that was missing �or erroneous
 in the �rst� thus enabling the tutor to check that

the system has learned correctly� The next section will trace through these examples�

The �rst pair of problems demonstrates the learning of new rules via EBLC� In the

�rst problem� the system is required to solve a simple problem involving a block resting on

a spring �see �gure ��a

� The system draws the free body diagram for the problem �see

�gure ��b

� The free body diagram is incomplete� since the force exerted by the spring

on the block is missing because the system does not know about this type of force� The

system then derives an erroneous instantiation of Newton�s First Law� stating that mg � ��

The tutor intervenes at this point� and draws an arrow originating at the block� pointing

upwards� He then indicates to the system that it should continue� The system� faced with

a hint by the tutor� decides to try to explain the hint to itself� It does so by activating its

overlygeneral rules and trying to derive the action of drawing an arrow like the one drawn

by the tutor� It succeeds in doing so by employing rules that suggest that a spring is an

instance of a pusher� that pushers push� and that pushes can be forces� Once the system
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A block of mass m is resting
on a spring. What is the
pressure on the spring?

	a� Problem description

g
r
a
v
i
t
y

	b� Free body diagram generated by
Steps for Problem 

If A is a spring and
B is an object and
A touches B

Then A exerts a pressure force F on B

If B is a body and
there is a pressure force F exerted on B by A

Then magnitude�F
 � pressure�A


If A exerts a pressure force F on B and
the value of function X applied to A is y

Then the value of function X applied to F is y

If the position of A relative to B is x
and A exerts a pressure force F on B

Then the direction of force F is x

	c� New rules learnt

Figure �� Problem �
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m

A block of mass m hangs from a string
whose tension is T. A spring is
compressed between the block and the
ceiling. What is the pressure exerted
by the spring on the block?

Figure �� Problem �

has succeeded in deriving the tutor�s suggested action� it adds new rules to its knowledge

base� These new rules �shown in �gure ��c

 are the result of applying Explanation Based

Generalization to the derivation�

Because the system assumes that the reasoning it engaged in after leaving out the spring

force is suspect� it crosses out the equation it generated� and attempts to generate another

equation� This time it produces a correct instantiation of the First Law�

The second problem in the pair involves a spring compressed between the ceiling and a

block hung from it �see �gure �
� As the system now knows about pushing forces exerted

by springs� it solves the problem correctly�

The next pair of problems demonstrates learning a new equation via EBLC� The initial

problem is a simple Atwood�s machine �see �gure ��a

� The system draws a correct and

complete free body diagram� then goes on to generate the �rst two equations shown in

�gure ��b
 �where Ma� and Ma� are the magnitudes of the accelerations of block� and block�

respectively
� Since it does not know one of the crucial facts about Atwood�s machines�the

fact that the acceleration of the two connected bodies is the same�it does not see how to

solve the problem �it has generated two equations� and has three unknown quantities� Ma��

Ma� and T
� It tells the tutor that it is stuck� and waits for help� The tutor decides to write

his own version of the second equation� shown at the bottom of �gure ��b
� The system
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m1

m2

Find the tension of an Atwoods 
machine in which m1 < m2

	a� Problem description

(- (m1 * g)) + T = m1 * Ma1

(- (m2 * g)) + T = m2 * (- Ma2)

-m2 * g + T = m2 * -Ma1

	b� Solution window after tutor�s interven�
tion

If f�x
 is derivable from g�x
 and
g�a
 � g�b


Then f�a
 � f�b


If A is the velocity of X and
B is the displacement of X

Then A is derivable from B

If A is the acceleration of X and
B is the velocity of X

Then A is derivable from B

If A is a body and
B is a body and
A and B are rigidly connected

Then displacement�A
 � displacement�B


	c� Overly general rules used in derivation

If A is a body and
B is a body and
A and B are rigidly connected

Then acceleration�A
 � acceleration�B


	d� New equation

Figure �� Problem �
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m2
m

m

In this Atwood’s machine, the mass of
both blocks is m. A man pushed one of 
the blocks upward with force F and 
started the machine in motion. What is
the tension in the string after the man
was no longer touching the box?

	a� Problem description

m2
m

m
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	b� Free body diagram generated by Steps

Figure �� Problem �

decides that this is a correction to its last line� and tries to �nd the di�erence between the

equation it has written and the equation the tutor has proposed� The system �nds that

the tutor has substituted Ma� for Ma� in the equation� so it tries to derive a proof that

Ma��Ma� using its overlygeneral rules� The derivation uses the rules shown in �gure ��c


�paraphrased in English
� The system adds a new equation �described in �gure ��d

 to its

knowledgebase� When the system is asked to solve the next problem� another Atwood�s

machine� it uses the new equation and solves the problem successfully�

The next pair of problems demonstrates deleting an incorrect rule using minimal negative

feedback� The initial problem describes a situation where a force was applied for a short

period of time �see �gure ��a

� This situation triggers a common misconception in human

students � the belief that an agent that moves a body imparts impetus to the body �Halloun

and Hestenes� ����
� The system draws the free body diagram shown in �gure ��b
� which

contains the force that the man exerts on the block� The tutor promptly crosses out the

arrow representing this force� and clicks the �Go Ahead� button� Because the tutor has

not supplied a corrected version of the crossedout force and Steps cannot see how to do

so� the system decides that the action just should not have been generated at all� Thus�

it continues solving the problem� but when it has �nished� it searches for the rule that

should be blamed for deriving the action of drawing the crossedout force� The system
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A rocket of mass m slows its landing by 
employing its engines with force T. What is
the acceleration of the rocket?

	a� Problem description

a
c
c
e
l

	b� Acceleration arrow generated by Steps

Figure �� Problem 	

walks backward along the derivation tree of the action� looking for a rule that has never

been used in a problem that was correctly solved� The �rst such rule is indeed the rule

embodying the misconception� and this rule is marked as incorrect� The next problem�

involving a rocket that �res its engines for a short period� is solved correctly�the system

does not draw the �impetus� force�

The next pair of problems demonstrates revising an incorrect rule using highcontent

negative feedback� In the initial problem� the situation involves a rocket that is accelerat

ing in a direction opposite to the direction of its motion �see �gure ��a

� The system�s

knowledge base contains an incorrect rule� which states that if a body is moving in direction

X � its acceleration is also in direction X � This is one manifestation of the misconceptions

caused by lack of di�erentiation between velocity and acceleration �Halloun and Hestenes�

����� Reif� ���	
� The system starts drawing the free body diagram and produces the

acceleration arrow shown in �gure ��b
� The tutor intervenes� and crosses out the incorrect

�downward pointing
 acceleration arrow� The system tries to �x the arrow using a simple

repair heuristic� Try reversing the direction of an arrow� It draws the acceleration arrow�

this time pointing upwards� and asks the tutor �Should it go this way�� The tutor con�rms�

and the system decides to try to explain to itself why this is true by deriving the correct

action�drawing the acceleration arrow pointing upwards� Using the correct rule� which
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states that� when the body is slowing down� the direction of its acceleration is the opposite

of the direction of its motion� the system derives the correct action� It then tries to �nd

which rule was responsible for the incorrect action� This is done by walking backward along

both derivation trees �the incorrect action�s and the correct action�s
 simultaneously� and

�nding the point where they diverge� The bad rule is assumed to be the �rst rule at the

divergence point in the incorrect action�s derivation� and it is marked as incorrect� The

next problem� which holds the possibility of making the same mistake� is solved correctly�

These four pairs of problems were constructed in order to demonstrate Steps�s cover

age of the multidimensional taxonomy of tutorial interactions that was presented earlier

�Table �
� The �rst pair illustrated Steps accepting an unsolicited hint� The second pair

illustrated a requested hint� which Steps interpreted as highcontent negative feedback�

That is� it decided that the tutor�s equation was a correction of the last equation that it

wrote� The other two problem pairs demonstrate the two methods Steps uses to handle

lowcontent negative feedback� wherein the tutor simply crosses out an action and says

nothing else� In the �rst case� Steps decided that the action �drawing a force
 simply

should not have been generated� In the second case� Steps decided that the overall action

�drawing an acceleration
 was warranted but the details were wrong� so it guessed a di�erent

action and asked the tutor for con�rmation�

��� The �rst problem revisited

In order to demonstrate the generality and some of the limitations of Steps� let us revisit

the �rst problem described in the previous section and explore some alternative scenarios�

When Steps drew the coordinate axes on the free body diagram� the tutor could have

surmised that Steps didn�t know about the force exerted by the spring� as the coordinate

axes are usually drawn after all forces have been identi�ed� The tutor could have drawn the

vector representing that force on the free body diagram at that stage� In this case� Steps

would explain the hint� learn the new rule� and generate the correct equation on the �rst

try�

On the other hand� the tutor could try to avoid drawing a vector on the free body dia

gram� instead correcting the equation to P�mg � �� Steps cannot handle this intervention
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Subject Problem � � � �

M X
p p

X
S �

p p p

p
� successful� X � unsuccessful� � � successful on second try

Table �� Success of naive tutors

correctly� It does not know that an additional term in the instantiation of Newton�s First

Law implies the existence of an additional force� and so is unable to explain the tutor�s

correction� This inference may also be di�cult for human students�

The tutor could go even further in his estimation of the system�s learning powers� and

refrain from hints altogether� restricting his input to crossing out the incorrect equation �low

content negative feedback
� However� in this case Steps would assume that it should try

instantiating a di�erent equation� In the current situation� no other equation�s preconditions

match� so Steps would announce that it was stuck� At this stage� the tutor can still decide

that Steps needs more help� and give it additional hints�

��� Trials with human tutors

The examples in section ��� have described the system�s abilities given an �ideal� tutor� If

the system is a forerunner of simulated students to be used for tutor training� it should be

able to respond reasonably when interacting with a human tutor who is an expert in physics

with no special training in computers or machine learning� but with tutoring experience�

To test if this is the case� two subjects �we will call them M and S
 who are physics experts

but have no knowledge of the system�s learning methods were asked to tutor the system on

the eight problems described above� Subject M is an engineer with experience as a teaching

assistant in college physics courses� Subject S has a strong background in physics and has

tutored highschool and college students� The tutors were given an instruction sheet that

described the ways they could interact with the system� then observed while tutoring the

system� and �nally interviewed�

On problems � through � �see section ���
� both subjects tutored the system successfully

in more or less the same way described above �with small variations in timing and phrasing

of equations
� On problem � �see Figure ��a

� both subjects did not point out to the system
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that it was missing a force� but immediately gave it the corrected equation P �mg � ��

The system was unable to deduce the existence of the force from the corrected equation�

Subject S subsequently drew in the missing arrow� which enabled the system to learn the

desired rules� Subject S also tutored the system on problem 	 �see Figure �
 in the same

manner described above� but subject M did not notice the error in the system�s solution�

Table � summarizes the naive tutor�s results�

After completing the tutoring session� the subjects were interviewed� Both subjects

agreed that the system�s problemsolving behavior was very humanlike� and subject S

mentioned that the errors it demonstrated are common errors in human students� Both

subjects found that the interface enabled signi�cant tutoring� but had �wishlists�� Subject

S would have liked to ask the system questions and receive explanations of its reasoning

process in order to focus on the causes of the mistake� Subject M thought that the tutorial

interactions were e�cient on a surface level� but that an important part of tutoring in physics

was missing� namely discussions of the analyses of the problem situation� Both subjects

agreed that the method of checking the system�s learning by testing its performance on a

similar problem is one they would use in tutoring human subjects� Both subjects reported

that the method they used in tutoring the system was not signi�cantly di�erent than the

method they would use to tutor human students� although they would like to have been

able to discuss the problems in depth �subject M
 or ask the system diagnostic questions

�subject S
�

� Tutoring tactics

Although Steps does not explicitly teach anything about how to tutor� it does learn best

when the tutor follows certain tactics� In this respect� Steps is like Sierra �VanLehn�

���	� VanLehn� ����
� which also learned best only when the teacher presented material

that obeyed certain �felicity conditions�� such as always showing intermediate states in

a computation and never introducing more than one subprocedure �disjunct
 per lesson�

This section discusses Steps�s felicity conditions� which we prefer to call �tutoring tactics�

herein� Although Steps does not explicitly teach the tutor to use these tactics� if the tutor

does employ them� Steps will learn more e�ectively� Thus� if an instructor uses Steps as an
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environment for discovery learning� these tutoring tactics are what trainees could discover�

Also� these tutoring tactics are potentially useful as design speci�cations for building the

pedagogical module of an intelligent tutoring system�

Immediate feedback� It is much easier for Steps to learn from immediate negative

feedback than from delayed negative feedback� When faced with delayed negative feedback�

which refers to an action that is not the last action� Steps mentally crosses out the actions

it took since the incorrect action� However� this is not always su�cient� In many cases

an incorrect action results in erroneous conclusions that are not manifested in actions but

reside in working memory� Steps does not try to comb through its memory searching

for conclusions that are rendered suspect by the tutorial input� so subsequent errors are

possible�

Several studies indicate that immediate feedback is better for human learners than

delayed feedback �Lewis and Anderson� ����� Anderson et al�� ����� Kulik and Kulik�

����
� Anderson�s initial explanation for this e�ect was that delaying feedback makes it

harder for the student to recall the reasoning that led to the incorrect action� thus making it

more di�cult to locate and repair the incorrect knowledge� However� in view of the fact that

students can often reconstruct their reasoning from the scratchwork visible on the paper or

screen� Anderson�s current explanation is simply that immediate feedback prevents students

from wasting time going down unproductive paths �Anderson et al�� ����
� so delay does

not a�ect the probability of learning from the feedback� only the e�ciency�

Steps is consistent with Anderson�s latest explanation� in that it has no more trouble

locating the incorrect knowledge when feedback is delayed than when it is immediate� Thus�

delaying feedback wastes Steps�s time but does not a�ect whether it will learn from the

feedback�

However� the development of Steps suggests that there is a subtle penalty for using

delayed feedback� When a tutor points out an �old� error to a human student� the student

must retract the conclusions of his reasoning from that point onwards �which is what Steps

does
� or engage in a complicated process of dependencydirected backtracking that would

leave both his internal memory and his external memory �the page
 disordered� and may
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confuse him in future reasoning� Either way� subsequent errors that the student makes may

not be due to knowledge �aws� but to incomplete retraction of incorrect inferences� The

tutor should either take this into account when responding to any subsequent errors that

the student makes� or start the problem over from the beginning� or move to a new� similar

problem�

In short� Steps �teaches� the tutor that delayed feedback is just as likely to be successful

as immediate feedback �although it does waste some time
� but it may complicate the

interpretation of any subsequent errors while solving the problem� This is a rather non

obvious tutoring tactic� so tutors who are not using the tactic already may �nd it di�cult

to discover even while practicing tutoring with Steps� This is why we believe that Steps

and other simulated students cannot stand alone as tutor training devices� They must be

accompanied by instruction on tutoring that explicitly mentions considerations like the ones

discussed here�

Low content negative feedback� Whenever Steps takes an action that is basically

correct but has some details wrong� the tutor can either cross out the action and give a

correct version �high content negative feedback
� or just cross out the action �low content

negative feedback
�

Low content negative feedback is often used in tutoring� Although human tutors rarely

state directly that an action is wrong� they often pause extra long before responding �ok�

or they make a comment such as� �Are you sure about that�� Students often interpret such

pauses and other lowcontent� unsolicited commentary as negative feedback �Fox� �����

Merrill et al�� ����
� Many intelligent tutoring systems� �rst level of negative feedback

consists of beeping� highlighting the incorrect action� or issuing some other low content

indicator�

In Steps� if the tutor uses low content feedback� then the learner has to solve two

problems that it would not otherwise have to solve� First it must decide whether the action

was crossed out because its details are wrong or because the whole thing is wrong �e�g��

a nonexistent force
� Steps uses problemspeci�c heuristics to make this decision� If it

selects the detailsarewrong interpretation� then it faces the second problem� deciding which
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details are wrong� Steps uses syntactic heuristics to guess a corrected version of the action�

and then asks the tutor if it is correct� If it solves this second problem correctly� it �nally

has a corrected action� so learning proceeds just as if the tutor had entered that action in

the �rst place� Thus� low content feedback has no advantage for Steps over highcontent

feedback� It only increases the chance that Steps will misinterpret the feedback�

Steps�s behavior is consistent with human data� McKendree �����
 showed that low

content feedback caused less learning than feedback that provided some indication about

what was wrong� Merrill et al� �����
 point out that low content feedback forces the learner

to do more of the work in correcting their error� which may cause more bene�t in the long

run� although the appropriate studies to test this conjecture have not yet been done�

Steps does not �teach� tutors to avoid low content negative feedback� because Steps

can learn from it� However� it does �teach� tutors to follow up low content negative feedback

carefully in order to make sure that the student has learned from it� For instance� if the

tutor intended a detailsarewrong interpretation and Steps does not propose a correction�

then the tutor should make the correction at the �rst opportunity�

Using the student�s vocabulary� In humanhuman tutorial interaction� the usual com

plexities of understanding dialogues exist� though somewhat mitigated by the use of techni

cal words and symbols� Steps sidesteps these issues by restricting tutorial input in several

ways� The tutor can only refer to entities such as forces� accelerations and equations by

pointing to them� thereby precluding misidenti�cation of the intended referent� a common

source of misunderstanding in natural language dialogues� In addition� Steps announces

the meaning of each new variable as it is created� and expects the tutor to use these variable

names� Without these conventions� the Steps interface would be complicated immensely�

A tutor working with a human student could impose these conventions on herself by point

ing to the graphic representations of entities she is referring to and using the same variable

names as the student whenever possible� Such restrictions in humanhuman interactions

could help students avoid some of the problems of disambiguating tutorial input� and free

students� cognitive resources for the important learning task�
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Avoiding shortcuts� A tutor may be tempted to collapse several reasoning steps into

one resulting action� Consider the problem presented in Figure ��a
� The problemsolver

has not yet learned about compression forces� so it omits the force exerted by the spring

on the block and generates an erroneous equation� The tutor could decide to intervene by

proposing the correct equation� P �mg � �� �Indeed� this is exactly what the two pilot

subjects did�
 Steps cannot understand this intervention� because it does not know what

P stands for� In order to be able to understand the tutor�s comment� Steps would have

had to guess that the equation is an instantiation of Newton�s Law� therefore addends in

the equation represent forces� so there must be a force missing from the diagram� It would

then have to search for the missing force� This chain of reasoning would be extremely hard

to produce� In section ���� the tutor chose to draw in the missing force on the free body

diagram� and this gave Steps su�cient information to learn about compression forces and

to generate a correct equation on its own�

Human students may have similar di�culties in understanding tutors when they engages

in �reasoning leaps�� Catrambone �����a� ����b
 has shown that human students also learn

better from examples where shortcuts are avoided�

The tutoring tactic suggested by Steps�s solution is di�cult to state precisely because

it depends on the details of Steps explanation algorithm� However� the gist of it is the

tutor should always take the same small steps that the student does� This is arguably a

reasonable convention for tutors to learn�

Summary� We have discussed four tutoring tactics that Steps encourages tutors to prac

tice� �a
 Delaying feedback can cause subsequent errors on the problem� so consider restart

ing the problem or going to a new problem when feedback has been delayed signi�cantly� �b


Follow up low content feedback carefully to make sure that the student did not misinterpret

it� �c
 In order to make it easier for the student to understand which objects in the prob

lem you are referring to� use the student�s names for variables and other problemspeci�c

terms� and use pointing whenever possible� �d
 When demonstrating a line of reasoning�

avoid skipping steps and use steps as small as the student uses� These four tutoring tactics

comprise only a small fraction of the skill of tutoring� and they may not even be the hardest
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aspects of the skill to learn� The next section discusses extensions to Steps�

The four tutoring tactics could easily be employed as design policies for the pedagogical

component of an intelligent tutoring system� Unlike other prescriptive work� these pieces

of advice are each based on a computational model that indicates exactly why each tactic

improves learning�

� Toward a simulation�based tutor�training system

As the twosubject study described earlier showed� the interface provided by Steps is not

too cumbersome for the tutors to use e�ectively� The tutors did not experience any major

di�culty in expressing their interventions� and managed to tutor Steps quite e�ectively�

The interviews conducted after the miniexperiment showed that the system�s behavior is

humanlike enough for the tutors to believe in the applicability of lessons derived from it

to human students� However� both tutors wanted to ask Steps questions� and Steps does

not allow this� Adding some limited questionanswering abilities to Steps is a high priority

for its future development� At minimum� it should be able to explain how it derived an

equation or arrow �which is just what subject S wanted to ask
�

As a model of human learning� Steps is quite incomplete� which is to be expected of

an initial prototype� However� there is one aspect of Steps�s learning that is extremely

important to �x in the near future� Steps is too energetic a learner� Whenever the tutor

gives it a hint� it trys to explain the tutor�s action and keeps trying even if it has to use

overly general rules to complete the explanation� When the tutor gives it high content

feedback� it also trys hard to explain the tutor�s action� Few human students would be

quite so energetic� even with a tutor watching them� They would sometimes simply accept

that the tutor�s action is correct without bothering to rederive it themselves� and use it

to move onwards with the problem solving�� At minimum� Steps needs a parameter that

controls how frequently it will try to rederive a tutorsupplied action� As research reveals

other di�erences in learning strategies� parameters should be introduced into Steps in order

�VanLehn and Jones 	���b� showed that although some subjects explained almost all example lines� other
preferred to simply accept example lines without rederiving them even though there was an experimenter
at their side listening to them talk aloud as they worked� This suggests that individuals vary considerably
in their preferences for accepting vs� rederiving correct steps provided by others�
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to allow it to simulate a variety of students�

When students can exhibit di�erent learning strategies� the prescriptions discussed in

the preceding section become more complicated� For instance� high content feedback is

better for an energetic learner like Steps because correct actions are explained in depth

no matter who supplies them� but if the learner tends to accept correct actions supplied

by the tutor without thinking any further about them� then high content feedback would

be a disaster� This suggests that skillful tutors should determine the learning strategies of

their students and adjust their tutoring practices accordingly� Signi�cant practice might

be necessary in order to develop this degree of skill� and simulated students are one way to

provide it�

Steps can be viewed as a discovery learning environment for tutors� It addresses com

mon errors in human tutoring� such as giving low content feedback� delaying feedback or

using shortcuts� In all cases� Steps does not simply proscribe a dubious tutoring practice

�e�g�� by refusing to learn if feedback is delayed
� Instead� Steps displays the ill e�ects

that can� in some cases� following from using the tutoring practice� Therefore� tutors are

free to make their own conclusions from their experience� as no explicit guidance on pre

ferred techniques is provided by the system� Several useful additions could be made to the

discovery learning mode quite easily� These additions could include a facility for resetting

and modifying the system�s knowledge base and the ability to replay selected episodes� as

envisioned in VanLehn et al� �����
�

Some human tutors� especially those that are students themselves� may not have com

plete command of the subject matter� We were surprised to observe that one of the tutors

in our pilot study failed to notice an important error that Steps made� If tutors let an

incorrect solution stand� the system should at least inform them that they are doing so� On

request� it could show them where the simulated student�s error �rst appeared and what it

should have written instead� Even if Steps is used merely as an environment for discover

ing and practicing good tutoring tactics� it should at least have this degree of feedback on

physics mistakes committed by the tutor�

However� as the analysis above showed� some of the tutoring tactics that tutors should

learn are so subtle that it is doubtful that the tutor could discover them without some

��



help� Thus� Stepslike systems should probably be used only as an adjunct to a class on

tutoring� A human instructor would describe good tutoring techniques� model them with

Steps� coach the trainees through their �rst few sessions with Steps� then allow them

hours of practice� Of course� one can also conceive of an intelligent tutoring system that

teaches the skill of tutoring����

In summary� because Steps constitutes a computational cognitive task analysis of learn

ing from a tutor� it has already provided some insights into tutoring tactics that could be

pro�tably used in building intelligent tutoring systems� As a tutor training system� Steps

requires some signi�cant extensions� because it only �teaches� a small fraction of the tutor

ing tactics that expert tutors use� some of which are extremely subtle and clever �Lepper

et al�� ����
� Steps needs to be able to answer questions from the user� it needs to model

a variety of learning strategies� and it needs facilities to support trainees as they practice�

Nonetheless� Steps shows that simulationbased tutor training is a technological possibility

and could someday augment existing tutor training courses or teacher training courses�
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